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STABILITY OF CERTAIN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 

BY 

CLARK JEFFRIES 

Introduction. For n real variables {x j of time t we consider the following 
equations: 

n 

(1) dxjdt = 2 aiS(x9 t)ffa) 

Throughout {ai0) and {/J are assumed to be continuous. For any given initial 
conditions there is assumed to be at least one trajectory solution. We assume 
f.(0)=:Q (so © = (0, 0 , . . . , 0) is a critical state), f(u) has the same sign as u other
wise, and l i m ^ ^ $lfj(u) du= + oo. Two cases which will be mentioned below are 
f.(u)=u andy^(w)=exp(w)— 1. The purpose of this note is to develop criteria for the 
(neutral or asymptotic) stability of (1) at O. 

Result. We will prove the following 

THEOREM. Suppose 
(i) for each x, t9 i that au(x91)<0, 

(ii) for each x9 t9 i^jthat either ai5(x9 i)=aH(x91)=0, or au{x9 t)^09 aH{x91)^ 
0, and au{x9 t)\aH{x91) is a negative constant independent ofx9 t9 and 

(iii) for each x9 t and each set of three or more distinct indices i9j9 k9. . . 9p that 
\aij9 aik9... , api\ = \ai:p9... , akj9 aH\. 

Then © is a stable critical point for (1), and all trajectories for (1) may be 
bounded in terms of initial conditions for x. 

Proof. Define n positive real numbers {AJ as follows. Let {/,/, . . . } be the set 
of indices of variables which interact with xx. (A variable x{ interacts with xx if 
there is some x9 t such that aa(x91)^0, or alternatively, au(x91)^0.) If the set 
of such indices is empty, let Xx= 1 and start over with x2. Otherwise, for each such 
index *let A1=l, A^= —Ai%/aa, where for each / we choose x91 so that aa(x91)^0. 
Using condition (ii) each such Xt is constant and we abbreviate by Xt= —VW<za. 
Next consider the (possibly empty) set of all indices { £ , / , . . . } of variables which 
interact with at least one of {xi9 xj9...}. Define for new indices {Xk9 Xl9...} by 
Xk=—Xiaiklaki. Condition (iii) implies that this scheme is consistent. For suppose 
x2 and xz interact with xx and with each other. Then we must have À2= —X1a12ja21 
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and A3=— ̂ !dlzla31. Also we have A3=— l2a2Z\aZ29 precisely because of condition 
(iii). So it goes for all loops of three or more interacting variables. That is, this 
scheme may be extended to those variables which interact with {xk9 xl9...}, and 
so on. When a maximal set of variables containing xx is so obtained, start over 
with some other variable, if any, and so on. The final result is a set of positive 
numbers {AJ such that if ij£j and xt and xs interact, then ^ % = —h0aH for x, t 
such that % T ^ 0 , aHj£Q9 and so for all x9 t. If ij£j and x{ and xs do not interact, 
then Xiai~ — 'kjaH nonetheless. So for all i^j, x, t we have 'kiai~— ^aH, that is, 
Aj/2%A71/2=—Aj/2%A71/2. TO summarize this paragraph we may say that the 
conditions are sufficient to guarantee the existence of n positive constants {A J 
such that the similarity transformation on {<%} by the diagonal matrix with A*/2 

in the /,/-entry renders {ai5} into skew form plus non-positive diagonal entries for 
each x, t. 

Next define a Liapunov function y{x) as 

*=i Jo 

Clearly c)(x)>0 unless x=0. Clearly <p(x) strictly increases without bound on all 
radial lines in «-space away from O. Finally, 

n 

dcp/dt = 2 AJifa) dxjdt 

= I au(x, WJiiXif < 0 

so <p(x) is non-increasing along all trajectories. The level sets of cp(x) are homeo-
morphic to (n—l)-spheres centered about O. Hence any trajectory for (1) may be 
bounded by the initial state x in «-space. Q.E.D. 

DISCUSSION. The csLSQfj(u)=u is particularly simple and of mathematical interest. 
However, iffj(u)=Nj(e

u—l), iV,>0, then the theorem is relevant to theoretical 
ecology. Making the change of variables yt=Ni exp x€ we have 

(2) dyjdt = 2yiàii(y> t)(yt - N,) 

where aii{y9 t)=aij(x, t). This is a direct generalization of the Lotka-Volterra 
equations with critical state (Nl9 N29 . . . , Nn) [1]. Notice that {ai3) satisfies con
ditions (i), (ii), (iii) if and only if {ai3} satisfies the same conditions. Thus if {âi3} 
satisfies the conditions, (Nl9 N29... , Nn) must be a stable critical state for (2). 
We state the above as a 

COROLLARY. If au satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii), then (Nl9 N29. . . , Nn) is a 
stable critical state for (2). 
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The corollary may be interpreted as follows in mathematical ecology. Suppose 
the dynamics of an ecosystem may be expressed in the form (2), fulfilling the 
conditions. Condition (i) means that intraspecific interactions are of the self-
regulating type. Condition (ii) means that for each pair of species and each x, t 
there is either no interaction or an interaction of the predator-prey or parasite-host 
type. It is possible with condition (ii) that two species might interact only at certain 
x, t, say, only in the absence of a preferred prey or only at certain times of the 
year. Condition (ii) would not allow, however, one species to affect a second species 
without the second species affecting the first. For example, condition (ii) would not 
allow a predator to kill its prey without benefiting from the kill. Should, say, a 
preferred prey become abundant, the effects of a given predator and given prey 
per animal on each other would both be reduced. Condition (ii) requires that such 
reductions be proportional. 

Condition (hi) means that if for some x, t loops exist in the food web of the eco
system, then the loops must be in a sense balanced. For example, suppose zooplank-
ton are preyed upon by both cod and capelin and that cod prey upon capelin. 
This constitutes a loop in the Arctic Ocean food web. If the system may be modeled 
as (2), then for stability we might expect the absolute value of the products of the 
interaction coefficients of the two cycles to be equal. 

It is important to note that such equality is invariant of rescaling. Given (2) 
suppose we define new variables z—y^^ yf>0. Then we have 

(3) dzjdt = i z ^ . ( z , t)(Zj - #,) 

where the new coordinates of the critical state are Ê^yjNj and the new interaction 
matix is âiS(z9 0=%0 ;> Oy?1- Note that {<%} fulfills the conditions if and only if 
{ai3) fulfills the conditions. 
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